
Product Description： 

T shape diamond segment for granite,stone.it has high cutting efficiency, excellent
abrasiveness, and long working lifetime. It makes the stone get neat cutting seam and good
appearance.

T shape segment side face design improve ideal debris removal and better cooling ,reduce
the interface between the blade and stone this will minimize cutting friction and noise. 

diamond segments from professional supplier.Good cutting result. This special design will not
allow easy edge collapse, break, tapered slab etc.

The Segment works in low noise and small cutting slot which ensures maximum use of stone
and uniform thickness.

Feature: 

1.Good self-sharpness. With stable processing efficiency.

2.The T-shaped design reduces the interface friction of the blade, makes the diamond
exposed quickly, has high efficiency, and has good debris removal and better cooling effect.

3.Cooling effect is good. The three-step design has low side friction resistance, which is not
only beneficial to protect the blanck body, but also greatly improves chip removal and
cooling of the segment.  

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications t Shape Diamond Segment For Granite
Supplier:

Segment Shape Segment Size Application

T Shape L20× T3.6/3.3/3.0× H15(20)mm  Granite Stone Cutting

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show 

Factory Price T Shaped Wet Working Diamond Segment For Granite







Application: 

Wet working diamond cutting segment for granite stone.

Diamond segments from professional supplier,the blade has good sharpness in the cutting
process, high efficiency and long service life.

Smooth cutting, narrow cutting gap, reduce stone waste.

Other Types Of Cutter Segment: 



FAQ

1. How long is the delivery time of the product?
Different products have different delivery times. For small orders, the delivery time is only
about 7-15 days.
For large and medium-sized orders, our sales staff will confirm the delivery time with you
after the order is confirmed.

2.What is your terms of payment?
We accept DHL,Fedex,TNT, UPS , etc.

3.Do you provide samples? Is it free or extra?
Yes, we could offer you the sample machine. But it's not free. You need to pay for the sample
and the cost of freight.



Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


